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Welcome to Global Youth Summit 2015.
Welcome to PA-2015 GYS, called to share: my gifts, your gifts!
We hope this event will bless you and we thank you for sharing your
gifts, stories of how you live your faith in context, joys and sorrows,
Above all, we are pleased that together we can bring a global
faith family closer together in the love of Christ. Do not miss the
opportunity to live with other people, although not all will speak
your language, to pray together, to hear, and to embrace. Perhaps
a little word, or a sincere gesture can be very comforting. Enjoy this
time and when you return home, share with your local church how
the Lord has blessed you.
May the Lord bless our time together!
WELCOME!
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About Messiah
Messiah College is nationally recognized for bringing together toptier academics and Christian faith. Our motto, “Christ Preeminent,”
shapes every experience our students have. Lifelong friendships.
Support from faculty mentors. Outstanding preparation for life
and career. Championship athletics. Celebrated arts programs.
Transformational service and ministry. Eye-opening study abroad. At
Messiah your life, your faith, your world and your possibilities open
up.

About GYS
(GYS) is a meeting of young Anabaptists ages 18 and older from the
entire world. Young people will come together 16-19 July at Messiah
College in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania. These three days are a time
of listening to God together, to share information and experiences,
to listen to each other’s struggles in the different continents and
countries, to bless each other and be blessed and to enrich the faith
of all.
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DAYLI SCHEDULE
Time

Location

Thursday, July
16

Friday, July 17

Saturday, July
18

Sunday, July 19

Monday, July
20

07:45 Lottie Nelson Dining
Hall, Eisenhower
Campus Center

breakfast

breakfast

breakfast

breakfast

09:00 Brubaker
Auditorium,
Eisenhower Campus
Center
10:30
11:00 Brubaker
Auditorium,
Eisenhower Campus
Center

Welcome and
introduction

Worship Asia
Theme: Gifts &
Calling

International
Church Service

Departures

break
Worship Europe.
Theme: Gifts
and Calling

break
Fellowship Time

12:30 Lottie Nelson Dining
Hall, Eisenhower
Campus Center

lunch

break
Discussion
Session III
Delegates and
Participants
Interaction
lunch

13:30 Lawn between
Eisenhower Campus
Center & Boyer Hall

fun & sports for
all

fun & sports for fun & sports for
all
all

14:30 Participants: choice
of workshops in
Boyer & Frey Halls,
Delegates: Larsen
Student Union
16:00
16:15 Participants: choice
of workshops in
Boyer & Frey Halls,
Delegates: Larsen
Student Union

Workshops

Workshops

Workshops

break
Workshops

break
Workshops

break
Delegates
Report to
Participants and
Koinonia
Delegation

18:00 Lottie Nelson Dining Checkin begins dinner
Hall, Eisenhower
Campus Center

dinner

dinner

19:30 Brubaker
Auditorium,
Eisenhower Campus
Center
Various, see Evening
Activities list in your Evening
21:00 program book
Activities

Worship Latin
America
Theme: Gifts
and Calling

Worship Africa
Theme: Gifts
and Calling

Worship N.
America
Theme: Gifts and
Calling

Evening
Activities

Evening
Activities

Evening
Activities

lunch
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Information
Meals
Meals will be held in Lottie Nelson Dining Hall, located in Eisenhower
Campus Center. Meals will be held at the following times:
Breakfast 7:45 – 8:45
Lunch 12:30 – 13:30
Supper 18:00 – 19:00
Internet at Messiah College
Is available in all buildings by accessing the Messiah Guest network
and providing your email address as verification. There are also several
computers available for use in Larsen Student Union from 21:0023:00, Friday-Sunday. Please limit your time on these computers to
no more than 15 minutes.
Interpretation
is available throughout the GYS. English and Spanish will be spoken
consecutively from the stage during all plenary sessions, with French
available simultaneously. Prayers will not be translated. Workshops
will be available in one, two, or all three of these languages, so check
the listing in your program book to choose one that you will be able
to understand.
Money at GYS
Is not necessary since your registration covered lodging for July
16-19, and your food from Breakfast on July 17 to Breakfast on July
20. Snacks, items from the Messiah giftshop, and additional meals
before and after the GYS must be paid separately. Extra meal tickets
may be purchased at the GYS Information Desk in Eisenhower
Campus Center. An ATM is available near the Falcon Express Café in
Eisenhower Campus Center if you need to withdraw additional funds.
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Water at GYS
Is available at numerous fountains and coolers throughout campus
for you to fill your water bottle. Ask an usher or staff member for help
finding one.
Lost and found
Is located at the GYS Information Desk located on the lower level of
Eisenhower Campus Center.
GYS Collaborative Art Project
Is an opportunity to create a visual display of our collective gifts
to share at the Assembly Gathered next week at the Farm Show
Complex. We invite you to contribute at some point during the GYS,
regardless of your artistic ability. You can join us in Larsen Student
Union each evening from 9:00-11:00 pm.
Workshops
Are scheduled for two time slots each afternoon, Friday through
Sunday, 14:30-16:00 pm and 16:15-17:45 pm. Workshops are offered
by persons from around the world. Participants have a variety of
workshops to choose from, all of which are located in Boyer Hall and
Frey Hall. Delegates will meet together during each of these times in
Larsen Student Union.
Snacks
Are available for purchase during morning break and each evening
at the Falcon Café on the lower level of Eisenhower Campus Center.
Pizza and drinks will be provided on Sunday evening in the Larson
Student Union building. Ask about having pizza or other food
delivered at the GYS Information Desk.
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Travel/shuttles
Are not provided during the GYS. A shuttle will depart from Messiah
College to Harrisburg International Airport at 10:00 on Monday,
July 20. Regular shuttles to Assembly Gathered for those who are
registered will begin early afternoon on Tuesday, July 21. Taxi services
may be privately arranged through Harrisburg City Cabs: 717-9485990.
Laundry
May be washed using the washing machines in each residence
hall. Some may be coin operated. Detergent pods are available for
purchase from at the GYS Information Desk located on the lower
level of Eisenhower Campus Center.
Emergency phone numbers
Are available to provide assistance with travel or emergency
questions: 717-826-0909 at any time. When you arrive at Messiah,
you may call 717-690-6753 with any questions related to events
happening at Messiah College.
Checkout
Will be available between 21:00 and 23:00 pm on Sunday, July 19
and 8:00 – 10:00 am Monday July 20. You will be required to return
your room key and access card at the GYS Information Desk before
you depart Messiah’s campus.
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Workshop Descriptions
Friday 17th
14:30-16:00
Travel for Transformation: Encountering Jesus in the Real World of
Israel & Palestine
Rachelle Lyndaker Schlabach, Dorothy Jean Weaver
Frey Academic Building, Alexander Auditorium
This workshop will introduce the participants to the concept of
“alternative tourism” as a significant way to encounter the Holy
Land: the land of Jesus’ birth (Bethlehem), childhood (Nazareth),
ministry (Galilee), and suffering/death/resurrection (Jerusalem).
The workshop will focus on the theme of “travel for transformation”
through personal encounter not only with 1st-century biblical sites
but also with the 21st-century “real world” of Israel/Palestine and
the personal, societal, and even geopolitical challenges presented
by this “real world.” And it will highlight the theme of “encountering
Jesus” as travelers encounter both the 1st-century sites and the 21stcentury “real world.”
Anabaptist Witness in Christian / Muslim Relations
David Shenk, Grace Shenk, Andres Prins, Sheryl Martin, Jonathan
Bornman Boyer, #131
Starting with the testimony of Michael Sattler, Anabaptists have
desired to bear witness that Jesus offers peace and salvation and
empowers his disciples to be peacemakers. Dialogue, witness,
hospitality and peacemaking must be at the center of all fruitful
encounters of Christians with Muslims.
War, Conscience and Jesus’ Way of Peace
Titus Peachy
Frey Academic Building, #150
What do you believe about war, peace and the way of Jesus? Through
interactive exercises, biblical study and stories from around the
world, we will explore how young people respond to a nation’s call
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to military service. Come with your questions!
Estad Firmes
Ronald Chauca
Boyer, #231
“Estad Firmes” es un sermón que se ha compartido en las diferentes
iglesias Hermanos Menonitas en el Perú con el propósito de brindar
al pueblo cristiano un mensaje de aliento y fortaleza en tiempos de
crisis y transición. El bosquejo consta de cinco partes: 1) Firmes en la
fe; 2) Firmes en la libertad; 3) Firmes en la Unidad; 4) Firmes en la obra
del Señor y 5) Firmes en la prueba
Mosaic in Missions: Young Adults from different cultures working
as one team
Troy Landis
Boyer, #331
More than at any other time in history, the church is now a global
body. EMM’s YES teams have adapted by including participants from
different cultures on the same team. Living and serving together
as one team has proven to be both an incredibly challenging and
rewarding experience. Alumni will be sharing their experiences of
discipleship and mission as members of cross-cultural teams. We will
use their experiences as a springboard into discussion of how the
different parts of the global church can work as peers on one team.
Pursuing Social Justice in our World - Get Involved!
Andrea Geiser & Wade Snowdon
Boyer, #130
As Christians we are called to act justly, love mercy, and walk humbly
with our God (Micah 6:8). What does this actually look like? Reflecting
on themes of Isaiah 58:6-10, come explore biblical concepts of social
justice and learn how other young adults have stepped out in faith in
the pursuit of a just world. Learn ways that you can also be involved
by building bridges of understanding and peace between peoples
around the world through programs such as YAMEN, IVEP & SALT!.
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Conscientious objection in the twenty-first century: dialogue of
experiences and contexts (Part 1) Maria Eugenia Leon & Andres
Pacheco Lozano
Boyer, #235
The persistence and resurgence of armed conflict in the world
– potential or real – cause the phenomenon of the recruitment
of young people into armed groups (legal or illegal) to remain
constant. This situation especially touches youth who for reasons
of conscience based on faith or ethics do not want to be recruited
nor trained for the military. The choice of this nonviolent life style
(conscientious objection) has been a fundamental axis in Anabaptist
tradition and history since the sixteenth century, and it is possible
to see today examples of young people and communities who, in
different parts of the world, appeal to, demand and protect the right
to conscientious status with all the challenges and risks that this
implies. The experiences of conscientious objection in Colombia and
South Korea will be explored in the proposed seminar.
Walking with God at the United Nations (part 1)
Doug Hostetter
Boyer #336
This workshop, led by former MWC interns and the Mennonite
Central Committee United Nations Office Director, will describe the
collaborative work of the MCC and MWC at the United Nations. We
will describe how the MCC UN Office works through participation in
conferences, briefings and seminars as well as face to face meetings
with diplomats to be the voice at the United Nations of MCC global
partners including the worldwide Mennonite Church. Former MCC
UN Office MWC interns will describe how the Internship has shaped
them and how persons interested in future internships could apply.
What kind of Mission Organization is needed today? (part 1)
Rod Hallinger-Jenzen
Boyer #335
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Jesus asks us to love our neighbor, care for the needy and build
up Christ’s body. How might we best do this today? What kind of
organizations do we need? What are the best ways to respond to
needs and follow Jesus’ call? How might Mennonite youth today be
motivated to follow Jesus into mission? We will share together about
these and similar questions

Being People of Faith Crossing Cultures – An Aussie American
Reflects
Moriah Hurst

Boyer #230
What does it mean to be the people of God across cultures? Ideas
and thoughts from living bi-culturally and figuring out what things
like dominance, equality, valuing who you are and where you come
from might look like in daily life. Reflecting on what it is like to follow
a God who has created us differently yet in community with each
other across cultures.

16:15-17:45
Walking with God at the United Nations (part 2)
Boyer #336
Please see 14:30 workshops for description

How do I share my faith with Muslims?
David Shenk, Grace Shenk, Andres Prins, Sheryl Martin, Jonathan
Bornman
Frey Academic Building, Alex Auditorium
Get equipped to be clear about your identity, to practice hospitality,
and to give clear responses to the four main questions that Muslims
ask whenever they meet with Christians.

The power within: Advocacy for social justice 			
14
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Rachel Lyndaker Schlabach

Frey Academic Building, #150
You can be a strong advocate for social justice in your community
and beyond. In this interactive workshop, learn how advocacy to
government officials can be a nonviolent tool to address injustice
and witness to God’s call for justice in our world. The ultimate goal
is to inspire and motivate the young participants to be advocates
for themselves and others, both within their own communities and
beyond.

A look at the Mennonite Churches in one small USA city:
Lancaster, PA
Paul Brubaker

Boyer, #131
Church historian Philip Jenkins says that the center of gravity of
Christianity is shifting Southward—and that this shift is happening
in North America too. He notes that the global church is increasingly
urban, of people-of-color, poorer, more charismatic, and more
conservative morally and theologically. I photographed all the
Mennonite churches (documentary photography/photojournalism)
in one small city, Lancaster, PA—and wonder if Jenkins is predictive
of American Mennonites too.

Show, Share, Connect (European Mennonite Youth Network)
Jan Willem Stenvers, Jasper Pondman, Janneke Leerink

Boyer, #331
How can we build a bridge to each other as Mennonites from around
the world? How can we make connections? In this workshop we will
try to Show our Mennonite backgrounds to each other, Share our
stories and opinions, and find ways to Connect with one another. We
will literally build a bridge with marshmallows and we will look for
connections in our Mennonite background. We will use the data, the
way of presentation and ambitions of the Eumen.net-project as an
example of using digital media to create a Mennonite Network.
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Conscientious objection in the twenty-first century: dialogue
of experiences and contexts (Part 2)
Boyer, #235
Please see 14:30 workshops for description

Fully Engaged and Fully Present: The art of mindfulness		
Julia Dunst

Boyer, #130
Choosing to be fully present is a gift we can give to ourselves and
others. It is bringing our best self forward. Mindfulness overcomes
our ever growing distance between people due to outside
influences such as social media, diversity, and conflict. Hands
on Skills and practice to increase our awareness of others.

What kind of Mission Organization is needed today? (part 2)
Boyer, #335
Please see 14:30 workshops for description

Peace Amongst Disappointing dreams
Tina Newson

Boyer, #231
This workshop is built on the foundation that peace begins within.
Peace comes when we know we are loved. We were designed to
walk intimately with our God and our fellow humans. When this
happens in healthy ways then the by-product is inner peace that
will transform our hearts, our behaviors and our world. However,
too many times our experience of God’s love is an intellectual
exercise sprinkled with the occasional kumbaya warm fuzzy. There
are blockades within that stop us from experiencing fullness of life.
These blockades often involve incidents that are disappointing at
least and devastating at worse. What we do with our disappointment
is important. During our workshop time we will examine how The
Disciples handled life when their hopes were dashed and how God
met them in their honesty. Scripture consistently shows how God
shows up in unexpected ways for His people in their time of despair.
Ultimately the goal of this workshop is to help participants to identify
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blockades that hinder their growth with God and community so that
peace may prevail.

Saturday 18th
14:30-16:00
Interfaith Issues for Global Mennonites (Part 1)
Dorothy Yoder

Frey Academic Building, #150
This workshop examines interfaith respect, dialogue, God-concept,
worship, scripture, and story. Through presentation and case studies
we will discuss conviction of Christian faith alongside openness to
similarity and difference with Hindus, Buddhists, and Sikhs.

Conociendo y testificando a mi vecino musulman		
Andres Prins

Boyer, #130
Quienes son los musulmanes? Que creen? Cuando y donde se
originaron? Cuales son sus practicas? Como puedo relacionarme
con ellos, dar testimonio de Cristo, responder a sus preguntas y
objeciones, construir puentes de paz y amistad?

MWC History Project: How have we worked through difficult
times together? (Part 1)
Alfred Neufeld
Boyer, #131
No Summary Available

Service en route: the gift of alternative transportation
Lyubov Slashcheva + panel

Boyer, #336
This workshop will explore how we may share transportation, a very
necessary and basic part of our life, with others in service. A panel of
individuals will share their lived experience and youth perspective on
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alternative modes of transportation, including bus, train, bike, and
carpool. Several resources will be offered to aid in being conscious
about transportation choices and the audience will be invited to
discuss opportunities for our transportation to serve as a gift to us
and others.

Be a Nelson’ - MasterPeace
Janneke Leerink, Janneke Timmerman, Jan Willem Stenvers

Boyer, #335
Everyone can be a ‘Nelson’! Once Mr Nelson Mandela was just a boy
named Nelson, a boy who decided to not be indifferent and to start
working for social change.
We want to show the Mennonite youth, how easy it is to be a Nelson
and become a real ‘MasterPeacer’. We will show examples of a group
of Dutch Mennonite Youth who organized events and actions to
raise money for and tell people about the MasterPeace. In an active
way we will show you how this organisation can help you with giving
a contribution to peace.

Jesus in a World of Many Religions
David Shenk

Frey Academic Building, Alex Auditorium
In various ways every religion is a quest for the answer to three basic
questions: Why am I her; where am I going; How can I be forgiven for
my shortcoming? What are some examples of answers to those three
questions? What answers does Jesus give to each of these three
universal questions?

More than Good intentions? Exploring the ethical challenges
of peace work
Reina Neufeld
Boyer, #235
No Description Available

Proyecto A-Mar (part 1)
Fabian Diaz, Macarena Peña
18
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Boyer, #331
Invitar gratis a niños de bajos recursos que viven en la Sierra Boliviana
(interior) a compartir y conocer el Mar ya que ellos no poseen costa,
luego de la Guerra con nuestro país, Chile.

GAMEO - Anabaptist Wiki
Elizabeth Miller, John D. Roth

Boyer, #230
In the past decade several internet-based resources have emerged
that enable users throughout the world to access lots of information
about the global church. The Global Anabaptist-Mennonite
Encyclopedia Online (GAMEO – www.gameo.org) is an online
encyclopedia that is growing everyday with the addition of new
articles. The Anabaptistwiki (www.anabaptistwiki.org) offers a large
collection of historical documents and allows you to preserve your
church’s archival records by posting them online. This workshop
will provide an introduction to these resources. More importantly,
discover how you can contribute!

Identity in God
Fernando dos Santos de Souza

Boyer, #231
We are a generation called the generation of the “broken heart”.
People are running desperate looking for their basic needs such as
security, self-esteem and meaning - needs that God created in us but we are using wrong ways to meet it. Many already are leaders,
but still struggling for identity search and acceptance and often has
used its ministry, its position as a solution to address this void. We are
not loved by God for what we do, but by what we are. Only in God, I
can understand who I am and why I was born.

16:15-17:45
Interfaith Issues for Global Mennonites (Part 2)
Frey Academic Building, #150
Dorothy Yoder
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Please see 16:30 workshops for description

Conociendo y testificando a mi vecino musulman (Part 2)
Boyer, #130
Andres Prins
Please see 14:30 workshops for description

MWC History Project: How have we worked through difficult
times together? (Part 2)
Boyer, #131
Please see 14:30 workshops for description

Mennonites in Europe in joint venture for de-mining in
Bosnia and relief work for Middle East refugees
Bert Duhoux, Max Wiedmer, Daniel Goldschmidt
Boyer, #336
No Description Available

Where are the buggies? Amish and other plain people
forming the unseen half of Anabaptists in the USA Frey
Academic Building, Alex Auditorium
Ken Sensenig

Anabaptist groups with distinctive clothing and other visible ways
of separating themselves from the “world” are among the fastest
growing Anabaptist groups in the USA. The Amish are the largest
and most visible of these groups. These “plain” groups now have
church fellowships in 30 countries, but few members will attend
the MWC global assembly. This interactive session will explore who
these people are and why they embrace this alternative to modern
life. How plain people share their gifts with the global community
will be noted.

The gift of vocation: receiving and sharing your calling
Lyubov Slashcheva + panel

Boyer, #335
We want to show the Mennonite youth, how easy it is to be a Nelson
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and become a real ‘MasterPeacer’. We will show examples of a group
of Dutch Mennonite Youth who organized events and actions to
raise money for and tell people about the MasterPeace. In an active
way we will show you how this organization can help you with giving
a contribution to peace.

Liturgy, body and habits: becoming what we desire
Jürg Braker
Boyer, #235
No Description Available

Proyecto A-Mar (part 2)

Boyer, #331
Please see 14:30 workshops for description

Dancing with and for the King
Karina Bogarin

Boyer, #231
There are many forms of worshipping God and one of them is
through corporate art. The ministry of tambourine and ribbons,
in addition to beautifying the praise, exalts the name of God and
reflects his majesty, destroys the works of the enemy, and in dancing
with ribbons, we remind the Lord of the promises that He has given
us through the beautiful meanings behind each different ribbon
color, and also with the tambourine. “Praise him with tambourine
and dance…” Psalm 150.4. It is vital that the churches of the twentyfirst century can have this ministry in order to grow creatively with
our King.

Sunday 19th
14:30-16:00
Introduction to Mennonites and Ecumenism
Jonathan Seiling
Boyer, #231
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No Description Available

Violence and Nonviolence in the Bible
Antonio Gonzalez
Frey Academic Building, Alex Auditorium
No Description Available

Storytelling in your Local Church Context
Elizabeth Miller

Boyer, #235
Much valuable church history is contained in the memories of church
members and elders. Learn how to solicit and collect testimonies of
risk, opposition, suffering and sacrifice from within your local church
community, using the techniques of oral history. The workshop will
also introduce the Bearing Witness Stories Project, an initiative to
collect and share testimonies of costly discipleship to Jesus in the
Anabaptist tradition.

Different Truth Centers
David Shenk, Grace Shenk, Andres Prins, Sheryl Martin,
Jonathan Bornman
Boyer, #131
When Christians and Muslims meet they discover both similarities
and differences in belief and practice. At the core, they live from
different centers of truth. Understanding these different centers
helps Christ-followers communicate clearly and develop real
realtionships with Muslims.

Sharing our gifts - The World Council of Churches’ Call to an
ecumenical Pilgrimage of Justice and Peace
Fernando Enns, Rebecca Froese, Iris Speckmann
Boyer, #335
In November 2013 the World Council of Churches (WCC) met in Busan,
South Korea for its X. Assembly. Mennonite delegates were key to
initiate the new programmatic framework for all future WCC activities:
a “Pilgrimage of Justice and Peace”. Every person, organization and
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church is encouraged to explore what such a Pilgrimage of Justice
and Peace might entail, within a given context, socially, economically,
environmentally and in regard to their local and global relationships.
During this workshop Mennonite participants of the WCC Assembly
in Busan will share their experiences and introduce theological
background, practical implications and opportunities for Mennonites
to participate in that future Pilgrimage. Participants of the workshop
will be invited to dialogue and join this pilgrimage and also to share
their experiences or wishes for the future ecumenical community.

Responding to conflict Biblically: Peacemaking principles for
everyday life
Kimberly Tucker
Boyer, #331
No Description Available

Sharing new worship music from the Bhutanse-Nepali
Church of Lancaster
Paul Brubaker

Frey Academic Building, #150
The worship music leading team at the Bhutanese-Nepali Church
of Lancaster is composed of young people and young adults, led
by Deepak Ral. They are writing many new worship songs, in both
English and Nepali. This workshop will give them a forum to share
their music. We will sing together songs that we share across amny of
our churches; they will teach us some new music; and they will share
more of their songs and dances from their worship services.

Women Building Peace in Colombia: Resolution 1325
Leidy Muñoz, Chatelle Garber

Boyer, #336
The workshop proposes sharing the life stories of community process
with women victims of the social and political conflict in Colombia,
who are empowered by their role as peacemakers. The project began
with an institutional focus, and combines the strengthening and
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consolidation of their learning about their human rights as women,
including the rights to truth, justice and restoration, with analysis and
debate in order to strengthen peace proposals, systematization of
experiences, and participation of the women in events, encounters,
mobilizations and forums in favor of peace and women’s rights;
accompanied by strategies of promotion, disclosure and visibility.
The women participate in a process of integral formation in themes
such as:
• Life plan worked at from their own abilities and resources
• Legal framework for demanding rights
•Processes for community organization, peace-building,
reconciliation and conflict resolution. Strategies for political and
community incidents.

Social Media: a means to connect globally
Kristina Toews

Boyer, #230
In every part of the world, more and more people have access to
mobile technology, internet and social media. These factors change
how we communicate, as in real time we can connect with, support
and pray for brothers and sisters in any part of the world. This
workshop will hear stories of how MWC, and churches in different
parts of parts of the world, are using social media in positive ways,
to connect our global community so we can support and learn from
each other. This is an interactive workshop with time for feedback,
group discussion, ideas, and suggestions.

16:15-17:45
Delegate Sharing/Reporting
Brubaker Auditorium
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GYS Free Time Activities
13:15-14:15 daily
After Lunch, various group games will take place on the lawn
between Eisenhower Campus Center and Boyer Hall. These games
will be a great opportunity to meet and interact with people from
diverse cultures.

21:00-23:00 daily

Several activities will be available each evening after the worship
time.
Open Volleyball & Basketball - lighted courts located near the main
residence buildings, with balls available for check-out at the Guest
Services desk on the first floor of Eisenhower Campus Center. Each
court has a switch to turn on the lights.
Collaborative Art Project – located in Larsen Student Union, GYS
participants are encouraged to contribute a small piece to a mural
that will be displayed at the MWC Assembly Gathered, July 21-27.
Not open Thursday, July 16.
Music & Board games – located in Larsen Student Union, each night
will feature a different musician and a space to hang out or check-out
games to play. Not open Thursday, July 16.
Snacks & Drinks – available for purchase at the Falcon Café, located
on the lower level of Eisenhower Campus Center.
Other evening activities occurring after the evening worship time:

Thursday, 16th

International Scavenger Hunt – Collect signatures from all the
required individuals. First 5 to finish receive a free GYS t-shirt. (21:00
in Brubaker Auditorium, located in Eisenhower Campus Center
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Friday, 17th

1) Group Dance – Learn how to dance to traditional Bolivian music
and more (21:00-23:00 in Sollenberger Sports Center’s Hancock
Gymnasium)
2) International Hymn Sing –Sing and listen to traditional music
from various cultures. Please bring the music books found in your
registration bags. (22:00 meeting at Hostetter Chapel)
3) Facilitated Discussion – participate in a facilitated open forum
discussion about Mexico/U.S. border issues (21:30, located in the
lower level lounge of the North Complex Residence Hall)

Saturday, 18th

1) Movie Night: Sour Milk & Honey – watch this documentary on the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict and then join in a live-streamed talkback
with creator Tarek Farouk Maassarani
2) Pick up soccer - (21:00-23:00 in Sollenberger Sports Center’s
Hancock Gymnasium)
3) Drum Circle – show your drum skills and make music together in
this informal gathering. Some drums will be provided, but feel free
to bring other materials that may be used as drums (21:45, meeting
at the Larson Student Union)

Sunday, 19th

1) Pizza and drinks – available free of charge, with live music from
South America (9:00 until gone in Larson Student Union)
2) Pick up soccer - (21:00-23:00 in Sollenberger Sports Center’s
Hitchcock Gymnasium)
3) Facilitated Discussion – participate in a facilitated open forum
discussion about Life Experiences in Japan and South Korea (21:30,
located in the lower level lounge of the North Complex Residence
Hall)
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Thank you Page:
Thank you to these sponsoring organizations:
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Thank you to the 2009-2015 Young AnaBaptists (YABS) Committee
members:
Rodrigo Pedroza, Latin America Representative, Chair
Sumana Basumata, Asia Representative
Marc Pasqués, Europe Representative
Tigist Tesfaye Gelagle, Africa Representative, Communications
Kristina Toews/Lani Prunés, North America Representative
Ayub Omondi Awich, YABS Mentor
And Brook Musselman, GYS National Coordinator

